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By Marjorie-Ann Watts

Quartet Books. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Slideshow: Memories of a Wartime
Childhood, Marjorie-Ann Watts, Written from a child's point-of-view over a period of twenty years,
Slideshow is an often funny, sometimes hair-raising account of the life and adventures of a family
in pre-war and wartime London, with occasional forays to Cornwall. Marjorie Ann Watts describes
the vanished world of 1930s Hampstead, then still almost a village and lived in by a kaleidoscopic
mix of inhabitants: families of eight or more growing up in cottages with a privy in the yard and no
bathroom, in the same street or back to back with much grander and privileged establishments.
Described, too, is life in the sealed-off, cocooned world of a middle-class nursery with nanny,
mother and artist father upstairs anxious about the threat of approaching war. Then the war itself
changing everybody's lives, bringing tragedy to many, opportunity for some, ingenuity and the will
to somehow manage and survive in women like the author's mother - Beginning with the memories
of an observant if mischievous small girl, the book ends with a vivid account of what wartime
London was like for a teenager with ordinary teenage interests and desires -...
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ReviewsReviews

This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD

Completely essential read through ebook. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth reading. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of
your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Ma ud Mitchell-- Ma ud Mitchell
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